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KEY PAPCEL FOST RATES
REDUCE HIGH LIVING

Thanksgiving Day. How is it Kept?

MAYORS OF SEVERAL CITIES
HIVE SANCTION; MOVING PICTURES TO AID IN FIGHT FOR
LOWER
FOOD
PRICES FOR

CHAMP

y' i,,ovfcmüt'r 30ln '8 Thanksgiving Day, a day which has been kept by the people of the
United Mates, since it was inaugurated by he Pur.tansyin 1692. Throughout this country the people
as a "hoe ;!'. rather arou-.- tl their fables, hv'en w ,h many of the v. v.ries of li.fi-- , r.roduefs of their
'.Kjntlful feast. As they are coin so the thought comes to our mind, as to whether
toil am! trvii
who are partaking of their fest'vities, really give a serious thought as to the mean-Jt- c
the great majority
-.r.n bv-i- '!
of .he duy, and whether the yuuiger K;ncratica u being instilled with the true
thought and meaning of the day.
We doubt very
if such is the case If not, it is high time that the people of this nation
should be a vnicd and forced to give bucH mat.ers mure serious consideration.
Unlike other holidays, which have been set apart, either by legislative enactment or by custom,
of some treat achievement, in honor of some event, or as a day of recreation, to
for the ce'eb-wtip- n
be spent m merry-makinThanksgiving comes to is as a day of prayer and of thanksgiving to the
Supreme ruler of the Universe for blessings received.
r" The day has been handed
through the centuries and comes as a heritage to us from the
Puritan P.'T-im- s
vho settled in New England in 1G20. These sturdy forefathers, braved the s orms
of the mit;h!v ocean m frail barks, leaving homes in Englund and sought refuge in the wilds of this
country, inhnhited only by savages that they might be free from tvrame; persecution of the crowned
heads of Euope and that they might worship their Cod in .heir chosen manner. After a vear of toil
and mu; y hnHships endured, harvest time comes. Their crops have been garnered in and they have
been prosne'e-'?.r I r.re bountifully provided for. S. in true consecration, realizing the source from
whence These r.VSmgs have C0TT1P- 8 proclamation is sent out, and on a set date these Pilgrims gathered
for public worship and Thanksgiving.
Control, if you will, this first Thanksgiving day with the manner in which our Modern Thanksgivings rre kept What do you find? No- -, a day djvoted to thanksgiving and praise, but a day to be
celebrated with frivolous merry-makin- g
and social enjoymen..
Throvch this broad lnnd, we Pre so prowl of, resplendent in wealth and grandeur, looked upon as
the ideal Christian Nation of the vo-l- d,
the neopte of this country will be found converting this dav,
dedicated ;u . memorial, into a rio.ous holiday. Q almost every athletic Hold of our great colleges
and instU'ition of .lwrainj? students of rival mile 3 will be vicing with each other for physical and
in the great game of FootV.ll, cheered on by thousands of loyal
seien ifie
followers,
hi'c in the rreat Metropolis of our nation men will meet in roped arenas nnd contend for pugilistic
honors.
anil all the
So'ii ; v U ho! l ay
by
will be flooded
the dancing public, and the
houses viWbe packed to th;-!- utmost capacity. Everything done will simply
tho!t?s r"d
be a detraction from the true purpose of the dav.
Il- o- aboi-t- the Churches, will, they be fully occupied ? No. A few consecrated people will not
-'i'
-t'
'
r'"d.
bnt the gr.at majority will not, and religion will be relegated
r to
d
as a vo'ic of .he Antique.
Many will ask the question
"What have I to be thankful for?" Before answering take a
retrospective view and ascertain for yourself.
"
whn'e vorM the year jus4: c'osing has been one of blood shed and turmoil. While
the fertile riohts of Europe's agricultural districts have been converted into slaughter pens, and pools
of b'ood, of the best and ablest men of the contept'nn- - armies. United States hns remained at ponce.
that, many times critical momea ,s have arrived when it seemed as though war could
True. ;
nor be averted, and our country must be forced to make the inevitable punge into the struggle.
True. ;t is. tjbnt ve have seen indnntr;-'- l s'r
ties being wage! between the strugiíliní labor,
nnd Gian.' corporations, many times threatening dUtistrous results. Yet we have seen these critical
moments pass, without doing harm, and prosperity and plenty reigns instead.
Ho-In (Mu- o 'n county, Union county, New Mex'-abou us. Have you thought of the sim
ilar't" of yov.r situation as compared with those of yo-i- forefathers. The populace of this country
is mti'e up principally of men and families who have come from every where that they might secure
homes of their own on the undeveloped lands of th's state and be free from the land lords of the old
v ealthy
thickly settled communities, where competition was ux great for anyone to accumulate.
The seasons have been right and most of the farmers have been prospered and many are now situated
among plenty.
,
Zc:h bc'nT the caselet us give credit, and praise where they are due; not to an individual, cor
porntion or political party, but to Him who holds the destiny of men and NaUon3 as it were in the
pa'm of his hnnd. Render thanksgiving and praise for pas i b'essings hopefully face the future, and
presenes untarnished the heritage of our forefathers, Thanksgiving Day.
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CLARK

TO ALSO

FEDERAL LAW
VEAL AS FOOD

URGE

FORBIDDING

Wasbington, Nov. 28. Officials of
the department of agriculture and the
postoflice department have agreed to
New' York, Nov. 27. Steps for a
r.sk congress to provide for an extenstatewide boycott with the weight cf
sive investigation of the high cost of
official sanction from rnayors of its
living, with a view to using .he parforce, were taken ton'f.y, i. was ancel post to bring the consumer and the
nounced here by Joseph Hnrt'gan,
producer closer together. No defincommissioner of weights and rr. rasplan of action beyond requesting
ite
Mitch-el's
Mayor
secretary
to
ures and
funds for the inquiry have been formcommittee on food supply. Mr.
ulated.
Hartigan said that Mayor C. F. Burns
The late session of congress approof Troy, N. Y., president of confer-enc- e
priated
$10,000 for a parcel post exof mayors of ci ies of New York
periment of foodstuffs but that 3 bestate, advised him by telephone that
lieved to bo too small a sum for an
he was about to call upon the mnyorj
undertaking to result in adequate inof every city in the state to ''issue a
formation. Three general proposiproclama ion to the people urgmg
tions are suggested by friends of the
them not to use eggs for two weeks,
parcel post system:
except for the aged, infirm, sick and
1
That the postage of food stuffs
children."
be lowered so as uo induce farmers to
"The boycott is the only method
supply the nearby markets.
by which we cr.n smash the power of
Think Farmer a Victim
the special ínteres s which km underEnlarge
2
the service out of cities
stood to control the egg market,
into rural communities where a spema;, or l.wns believes," Baid .Vr.
cialty is made of food products, and
'"The program he proposes is
3 Increase the size of food stuff
recommodity
in
shall
turn
each
that
from 50 to 100 pounds.
parcels
ceive the same .xeatment and thai in
Department
of agriculture officials
agmaycrs
will
public
interest the
the
do not be'ievc that the farmer is
itate the sarna proposition with
boosting the prices, hut, on the conto each articles."
is the victim equally with the
trary,
Pictures to Help
consumer, of the middleman.
He said mo ion picture interests
Champ Clark, speaker of the house,
have volunteered to help the boycott
who returned to Washington today,
in
their
slides
campaign by flashing
issued a statement taking issue with
theaters informing the public whnt
Tfepresen'ative Fitzgerald, who would
differe-t
to do from t;me to 'Jme as
apply an embargo on foodstuffs. The
foods are put under the ban in order
sppaker believes that the high cost of
to break up the "alleged speculation
living is the direct result of a conwhich is said to be causing abnormalspiracy, which should be checked by
ly high prices."
immediate and drastic action.
John J. Dillon, state commissioner
Nailed Ears to Door
of foods and markets, announced to"I believe there is a criminal concounday he expecs to bring from
spiracy to raise the price of certain
try districts of the state more storage
articles of food," said Speaker Clark.
eggs to sell them at 35 cents a dozen,-havin"I do not refer to those staples which
already disposed of sixteen
have been affected by climatic condicases of thir.y dozen each.
tions, but to o' hers, such as eggs and
butter. While I have not examined the
Chicago, Nov. 28. The diet squad
criminal statutes in their bearing upganic matter to develop the humus bear on the owners of a certain pub- on the snbect, it would seem that
which is undergoing a two weeks' STOCK CAMPAIGN
conditions to where it becomes avail- lic ball because the F. S. E. local there ought to be some way to reach
test to help establish an economical
BRINGS GOOD RESULTS able for the use of plant life. There- bought space for an ad on the new
standard of living, and to prove that
the conspiracy thru the law.
fore the farmers of this section have drop curtain. However the men who
palatable and nutritious meals can be
"In olden times, in England, the
EQUITY IN UNION been forced to adopt live stock as a oppose the idea of-- allowing the farmserved for no more than 40 cents a PROGRESS OF
man who conspired to boost
food
CAMPAIGN lnsie unit in the building up of their ers to organze need not be taken ser- STOCK
COUNTY.
day, has been fed for a week at net
prices was called a 'regis' er,' and the
RESULTS IN GAIN. $8,000 IS industry.
ously, since every fair minded man people did not bother with appeal to
of 33 3
cost for food consumed
RAISED TO DATE
O
cents a person each day. On this diet
necount of very limited range will admit that any of these towns the law, but led the offender around
the squad has gained a total of twenty-sfacilities '.he dairy type of cow has would be wiped off the map if ev- - j to the blacksmith shop and nailed his
The special stock campaign for
pounds.
even
"Old timers" say eiy farmer within Zo miles of town ears to the door.
become standard.
ncmbers an.l capital is resulting in a s'ic lonUed a doubtful commodity at ". o..!.l mo- - away. II is
of
The first week of the test was finEvery sta e legislature ought to
surprising rally to the standard of
f:u t fht the farmers have made prohibit the sale of veal within the
figures show that she
ished tonight. A statement of food
first,
bat
our
meetings'
have
so
fur
Nine
consumed, purchased at random at Equity.
hns proved a bit ssiug in disfu'se. She these fr.rms that the merchants are state; it is not proper food, anyway.
held in as many ''Locals," and
lvjs:ne?n. They
h is been imported by thousands and ah" ; to do
retail stores in the downtown dis rict. Ven
"I intend to urge the passage at
total- of $S000 s'.'C ired to put into
cannot keep he town ";roing." 'his session of congress of the Hamilshows that the total cost for food for i
bred U(j throueh rem ra ions until at
in Clayton.
twelve persons was $28.28. Of this, he business
time she constitutes one The farmer heve, as iii every place ton bill, prohibiting the interstate
the
al.o are being sign-- d of the state's chief assets. She has in agricultural communities, is the shipment of veal, and propose to
members
New
$2.13 was for fruit, mos.ly upóles,
s write to the governor
at every meeting and the farmers vindicated her eitir.cr.sh'p and forced foundation for all the successful
oranges and dried fruits. ' Vegetables
of Missouri
enterprises of each civic center. asking him to recommend that the
.cost $4.10, the chief item being a peck re up on their toes at the prosnects ,he
creamery on the
f one of the bv;es. businesses in farmer!;, and duo to her humble cftu-- t And the Minnesota farrier is coming legislature prohibit the
killing of
of potatoes at 59 cents.
Jnion County bei.if; developed here. she hns set Ma mind very seriously
own, as he properly should. calves in Missouri."
Figures Not High
National orTan'rer, H, ('. Morris to .hink'mg along lines of further IT,. I,.,a 9711
e'evators in
Representative Fitzgerald is not
Staples, including flour, molasses,
s preaching EiuHy in lar ire doss.
ware
to
midi
his
by the opposition which has
ip;i
dismayed
creameries,
cost
pud
effort.
cereals,
''ten. coffee
brenkfan.
-houses, slock yards, etc., rnd what is developed.
bns vh'ab!e figures to prove that
$1.C5 was for twenty
d
A 'yo her
. $7.72 of. whVh
of established
"tjity hns e"cr proved one of the
more remarkable and 'jtrnirs him as
"The fW.ht for an embargo has not
pound of sugar a"d $133 for
h thro."i:i r the spotlight on
a real pnsines man is tne fact that yep begun," he said today.
ihief
ns1"' ;n the !e":timnte growth
of a barrel of flour. Three
ive ei"r"y hi n general way
nd development of the commun'i
he is cultivating loyalty to his organ-ratio- n
pounds of coffee cost 81 cents. Buthas lightened the organization work
vo a snrnrisinr
And
W. A. King one of the contractors
ter eres and cheese cost $1.52. Fish here it operates.
S.
at
E. For instance, here
f o w F.
v hat business man is not loyal to his
b'- following
contributed
article
The
added $1.07.
here is erecting a nice brick room-n- g
Ottertnil Inst year the dairy farmers
ovvn business?
house back of the old Bushncll
The most expensive article of diet Mr. Morris to the Gem State Rural,
ere very short on feed and found it
Our Minnesota brother believes in residence. This will be a modem es$10.08 worth shows something of the benefit Equity necessary to anpease Mrs. Cow's
. was the mea:, of which
b'm Equity society ri"ht ' from
the tablishment nnd will be quite an addiloaves s to the Minnesota farmers, and is
was purchased. Twenty-fou- r
with millstuffs. The local el- up from the local to the
special
permis
by
orewith printed
tion to that end of the town.
of bread cost $2.40 and thirty-fiv- e
evators .ere, as usual, very proud of cround
nnd ho is paying his dues
Charles Hawkins, Charles Suthers
quarts of milk brought the expenses sion:
their bran and shorts, and at this
Our national 'office and Leek Wamsley spent the fore
time.
up $3.15. There are $6.89 worth of
Rial Preparedness
juncture the Equity stepped into the rifr'nt on e
loyal support, because itr part oft he week quail hunting and
needs riv-supplies on band, making the actual
Minnesota breech. They 1;:' in their mill feed
is the
revem-is from membership fees brought in several dozen quail as íhe
best
cost of food consumed $28.28.
to
four dollars
farmers' talisman. It has cast a at a net saving of three
when
paid promptly.
dues
and
Tomorrow's menu:
result of their good shooting.
hereditary shadow before it until the a ton. With this four dollars a furm- Minnesota F. S. E.
for
the
Hurrah
Mrs. Perkins was in the city the first
Breakfast: Baked apples, French nsing generation of young farmers er can pay his succeeding
year
of the week shopping.
toast, coffee.
ind its environments laid in the very making him eligible for two years'
d
Ora Taylor of Stead, was attending .
Lunch: Clnm chowder, corn bread nleasant walks of
effort. benefits in his society.
was quuc a surprise to many of to business matters here Monday of
It
and butter, Hunter's pudding, lemon
one,,
hing
is
an
"Life
just
after
4000
There are. over
the friends of Mrs. Emma Stoddard
sauce, tea.
creameries in Minnesota. The one other" says the 20th century seer; to learn of her marriage to J. L. this week.
E. L. Subblcfield, of Wilkins, Okla.
Dinner: Spaghetti soup, meat pie, U Oterail distributed over $37,000 to so our Otertail Equity boys handled
was in the city the first of the week on
succotash, bread and butter, prune the farmers last year nad did over carloads of flour in connection with Tiery a prominent merchant of
Colorado, on Tuesday of last business.
jelly, tea.
and netted a saving
their mill-fee- d
$45,000 worth of business.
week. The Citizen extends them conWe regret very much to announce
Recipe for Pudding
If we bisect these figures it means of 25c to 45c per 100 lbs.
gratulations and wishes them a long
Rev. J. Q. Herrin, pastor of the
The latter price was their first sr.v
that
Recipe for hunter's pudding: One that there 4000 creameries did over
r id happy life.
repre(25)
price
Ing,
and
first
Baptist Church here, has been
the
business
First
dollars
of
millions
ninety
mo
cup finely chopped suet, one cup
called to Las Cruces to take charge of
lasses, one cup milk, three cups flour, and paid the patrons over 74 millions sents the saving they made AFTER
CARD OF THANKS
RETHE LOCAL MERCHANTS
the work there. We extend to both.
teaspoons salt, one- - of dollars in the year just passed.
one and one-haof St. Francis wish to Rev. and Mrs. Herrin, our best wishes
Sisters
The
PRICE.
DUCED
THEIR
region
with
lake
is
in
the
state
This
mace.
cloves,
each
teaspoonful
half
On the whole, farmers look with thank the many kind friends who gave for success and happiness in their new
allspice, one teaspoon cinnamon, one a vengeance. There are over 1000
on the Equity movement and them such sympathy and aid in the field of work. This couple has been of
favor
county
names
with
Ottcrtail
in
lakes
table
two
raisins,
cups
and
beinestimable value to our community
spoons flour. Mix and sift dry in and a place on the county map. Al conditions seem ripe here for organ- recent illness and death of their
few
Sister
Paula.
loved
some
as
usual
work,
and our loss is decidedly a gain for
ization
con
but
country,
soil
the
a
lake
in
ways,
to
milk
and
gradients, add molasses
Las Cruces. So far as we have learned
suet, combine and add raiains, which tains a liberal percentage of sand, of the business men are opposing
,
O.
Oklahoma,
Kenton,
Kirby,
town
nearby
W.
of
certain
Boils
move.
a
At
Sandy
the
it is not known at this time, who will
exception.
no
is
greased
this
and
.
have been floured, turn into a
week.
fill his place here.
!
mould cover and steam three hours. require a liberal application of or- considerable pressure was brought to Tuesday of ths
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THE CLAYTON CITIZEN
OFFICIAL VOTE OF NEW
MEXICO SHOWS ONE RACE
STILL IN DOUBT

Clayton Lodge Directory
and arressive delegation
M. W. A. No. 14,227. Meets every
from this section had not been on hand, Monday night Gene Hardin, Council,
ComChin.jUA a it is. our representatives believe Walter Johnson, Clerk.
of
Albuquerque
The
merce recently advised Mr. Simon the exact reverse is true. The Board's
R. N. A. meets J and 4th Tuesilerzsttin tlui.-- he Federal Farm Loan uttention was invited to a statement, days.
Mrs. Tour Gray, Oracle, Mrs.
tnat
Board would hold a meeting in that h..inir eirculaiWd in some places,
Walter Johnson, See.
United
semi-arithe
of
for
sections
Monday,
20th,
d
November
city on
the
the purpose of obtaining information States need expect no relief from the
W. O. W. Clayton Camp No. 11.
relative to the districting of the Unit- law, and the chairman stated emphat- Robt Mansker, Council, John Spring,
ed States into twelve disrics, the loca- ically that there was no ground what- UerK.
tion of a bank in each disrict, and oth- ever for such statement. Mr. Norris
Knights of Pythlns, James Deam,
er wiattiH, Mr. Ferzstiein got busy, remarked that the Board expected
o.: F. O. Blue, K. R. S. Meets ev
say
delegathat
and as a result of his efforts a
the people of New Mexico to
tion consisting of Dr. N. E. Charlton, thev lived in the best section of the ery Wednesday evening at Palmer
County Agriculturist O. Beaty, W. C. earth, but that the Clayton bunch very Hall. Visiting members couiatiy in
vited.
Barnhart, Ira L. Pennington, and At near proved it.
torneys Joseph Gill and A. James Mc
O. E. S. meets at Masonic .temple
Donald, went to Albuquerque to at- ALLIES THREATEN TO SEIZE
2nd
and 4th Tuesdays. E. L. Easter- tend the meeting. From them we
ATHENS; GREECE TO FIGHT wood, W. M.; G. R. Brown, W. P.
learn that Union county had a larger
and more aggressive delegation than
London, Nov. 26. An Athens disSocialist Party of America, meets
any other county in the state.
patch to the Weekly Dispatch says 1st and 3rd lc.idays, in A. James
aid's office Mrs. J. M. Davis, tec.
The Farm Loan Board gave no in that if necessary Admiral Du Fournet
timation of what the boundaries of will occupy Athens, if the Greek govA M RlilA Tjvlfro Ma 04
A. F
the district would probably be, and no ernment does not comply with the en- Meets 1st and 3rd Saturdays. F. P.
Hut-vointimation as to the location of the tente ultimatum.
Hon
ltilhiirn.. W. M.. Mnrcrnn
-o
J t u,l.
bank withint he district. Mr. Norris,
"The royalist troops declare their Washington Chapter No. 10, 4th Sat
j. it. nrown, a. r., John
who acted as chairman in the absence complete refusal to deliver up their urdays.
Spring, Sec.
of Secretary McAdoo, stated that the arms," adds the dispatch. "Artillery
questions asked showed a better has been seen at Admetos hill, beyond
Clayton Commandery. No. 8. Meets
knowledge of the farm loan law on the station, and arms have been freely 2nd Saturdays. Jos. Gill E. C, G. R.
the part of New Mexico people who distributed to 10,000 reservista. Fire Brown, Recorder.
--

THE FARM LOAN LAW
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New
Nov. 2o
Santa I
The complete returns of the recent
election us given out by Secretary, of
State, Antonio Lucero, tonight ar as
follows:
For presidential electors: Garcia,
(dem.), 33.635; Upton (dem.), 33,586;
Hammond
Chavez (dem), 33.4U0;
(rep.), 30,985; Ortiz (rep.), 31,059;
Hill (rep.), 31,153; Smith (soc.), 1,660;
T. Smith (soc), 1,881; Crisp (soc),
1,977. Wilson's plurality, 3,267.
For senator: Jones (dem), 34,126;
Hubbell (rep), 30,742; Metcalf (soc),
2,031; Jones, plurality, 3,384.
For representative: Walton (dem),
32,676; Hernandez (rep), 32,036; Eg-gu(soc), 2,035. Walton's plurality,
"Tt-ico-

,r?v

ft t?ste&-.&t-

V'

x

I

i F'.

V

m

Mc-D0- 1,

640.

For governor: De Baca (dem.),
32,593; Bursum, (rep.), 31,061; Wells
(soc), 2,101. De Baca's plurality,
1,532.
For lieutenant governor: McDonald
(dem.), 31,859; Lindsey (rep.),
Bearrup (soc), 2,042. Lindsey's
plurality, 984.

1

32,-84- 3;

For secretary of state: Lucero
(dem.), 32,941; Mirabal (rep.), 31,356;
Thomas (soc), 2, 103. Lucero's plurality, 1,485.
For auditor: Sargent (rep.),
Otero (prog.), 32,141 ; Frost (soc)
.075. Sargent's plurality, 485.
For treasurer: Hall (dem), 34,111:
Tape (rep.), 31,219; Phelps (soc),
Hall'3 riurality,
For attorney general: Patton idem)
32,839; Clancy irep.), 32,480; Cirrk
(soc), 133. Patton's plurality, 35:?.
For superintendent of public instruction: Swinney (dem.), 32,424,
Wagner (rep.), 32,517. Wagner s

32,-63- 0;

5.

32.

fla-in'it- y,

93.

For commissioner of public lands:
Davisson (dem.), 31,493; Ervien (rep),
33,466; McDonald (soc), 2,021.
plurality, 1,973.

For justice supreme court:

's

Field

It's awful bliss
To think of this
The day we all set down
And eat, and eat,
And eat, and eat
That turkey good and brown!
Sunday Magazine of the Philadelphia
Record.

c

SES F 0

115

Season is a Time for All to Remember the Blessings of
the Year.
does Thanksgiving mean
Does It mean only
a day of special feasting?
Y I
Does It bring to you only the
pleasure of rich foods and elabornte
meals? Or do you remember in the
midst of feasting that it is a day for
giving thanks? We should all take
the time from this day, filled with
pleasures, to look back over the past

WHATyou?

(dem.), 32,040; Roberts (rep.),
Roberts' plurality, 838.
For corporation commissioner: Mon-toy- a
(prog.), 33,026; Martinez (rep.), year and remember all the blessings
31,583. Montoya's plurality, 1,443.
for which we have to be thankful.
No matter how much sorrow and
ENTENTE WARNED BLUNDERS
trouble may have to come to us In
MEAN GERMAN TRIUMPH the past 12 months, there have been
many blessings as well If we will stop
to consider them. Perhaps at the
London, Nov. 26. J. L. Garvin, edtime of trouble we were blinded to the
in
that
declares
Observer,
itor of the
blessings, but now, If we look back
paper this morning that it is impos- with
clearer Judgment, we can see that
Anglo-Frenc- h
to
break
sible for the
chey were there all the time, somealthru the western front unless the
times blessings In disguise, but blesslies totally change their policy re- ings none the less.
garding southeastern Europe, with a
We can surely afford to spare from
view to eliminating Turkey and Bul- this whole day of pleasure a couple of
garia. He says the fundamental ques- hours for silent retrospection and aption of the war now is to remodel the preciation. Let us each slip away
transport so as to strengthen Russia. from the crowd for just a small part
"The naval blockade," continues Mr. of the day and give ourselves up to
Garvin, "can never by itself reduce a mental review of the past year, with
special eye to the benefits we have
Germany, which is exploiting the re- a
received. It will come as u surprise
dominother
and
Turkish
sources of
to many to see how many the blessings
ions containing some of the most fer- have been and how comparatively few
tile tracts of the world and doveloping the misfortunes.
Our estimate is
their
There Is first of all, health. Those
that the Central league, altogether, who have sound health never stop to
be grateful for It, It seems so much
has 4,000,000 men in reserve.
"We now see the stupendous folly of a part of them. And yet were these
the withdrawal from Gallipoli. Rus- healthy ones laid on a sick bed for
at a time they would soon
sia can never act with the maximum months how
much of a blessing health
power until the Dardanelles and Black realize
really is. The chronic Invalids in their
sea are reopened, enabling the allies
beds and wheeled chairs appreciate to
to munition her reserves fully. Under
the full the blessings of good health.
present conditions Russia cannot come Let those of us, then, who are well
to the maximum of her possible fight- and strong be thankful for our health.
ing strength. The allies made one of
Then there is love. Those of us who
their worst mistakes in their incred- have the devoted love of a mother or
ible mishandling of the opportunities father, of a sister or brother, of a
child or a husbnnd, will do well to send
presented by the Rumanian intervention. The Germans grasped that situ- up an extra pean of thanksgiving for
ation and struck first in a way that the blessing of this love. Only too
does equal credit tot heir intelligence often, the only ones who appreciate
the full blessing of love are those
and energy."
who have lost all earthly ties.
If the family circle about the fesWanted Housekeeper. No washing tive board is uubroken Is not that a
45 reason for full rejoicing? When so
Mrs. R. E. Wherritt
many fathers, husbands, brothers and
The Citizen is the paper to read.
sons are falling on every side In Europe's Inhuman war we should give
thanks with all our hearts that our
own dear ones go unharmed.
So each of us will find, if we search
HOT
our minds, that we have niuny blessings to be thankful for. It is only the
hardened heart which feels no gratiAre now being served
tude. And we should all fill our minds
with lovo uui.l appreciation on Thanksat our Fountain. A
giving day, of the great good we have
variety that will please
received lu the past and the hope to
bo more worthy of It in the future.
you. A trial will con32,-68- 6.

attended the meeting than of any
other state the Board had visited.
What seemed to be a deliberate attempt to discredit the dry fanning
sections of the State was made by
orne persons from irrigated sections,
the statement being made that the dry
farming land had no stable value as
security for. loans. It is certain that
a bad impression would have been
made ont he members of the Board if

FOR THE BEST
FARMING LAND
ON EARTH
Go To

engines went around the city all last
night pretending to extinguish fires
but really to distribute arms.
"This morning a League of Re
sistance was formed by General Pap
oulas, who was recently recalled from
Janina. Many officers already have
adhered to it.
"The misfortunes of Rumania are
contributing to the strength of these
plots, and ideas are circulating among
the reservists of proceedings to the
interior, beyond the reach of the naval
guns, and starting guerilla warfare
until the arrival of the Germans, after
the conquest of Rumania, which they
firmly expect"
Reuters Athens correspondent
says:
"Venezilist circles assert that the
provisional government declared war
against Bulgaria to preventt he entry
of the Venezilist forces into the cam
paign from being interpreted as a po
litical maneuver.

8. E. LANE
Clayton, New Méx.,

Help Wanted female-citizegood
respectable woman lookine for a srood
home and some wages; who is not
above good honest work. Apply to Mrs
Dr. J. C .Slack, City.
46c
n;

The Citizen is the paper to read.

Clayton Chapter, O. E. S. No. 8.
meets 2nd and 4th Tuesdays. Mrs. Ó.
i
basterwcod, w. M., Mrs. Jos. Gill
Sec, tí. K. Brown, W. P.
I. J O. F. Clnvton T.n 1W W dK
Meets every Thursday. L. E. Byrnej
N. G. John Winchester, Sec.

SifTa C'p"ton Rebekahs.

No. 10.
2nd and 4th Fridays.
Mrs.
Frank Ham, N. G Mrs. A. E. Snyder,
.
Sec.
Meets

ESTANCIA VALLEY FARMERS
GETTING RICH RAISING BEANS
Estancia, N. M., Nov. 25. We have
been at some pains this week to find
out how many cars of beans have been
shipped out of the county to date.
It is not an easy matter to run this
djwn, but it has been learned that to
date 18 can have ben shipped.
It has not been possible to get the
exact weights of these cars. Some
have contained 40,000 pounds, ' and
some have contained less, so the
weights at this time can only be estimated. It is probable that the cars
have averaged not less than 35,000
pounds. If this is correct; the shipments to date aggregate not less than
4,120,000 pounds for which the growers have received just about $270,000.

The Season for gifts is near at hand and the trend is towards
those gifts of a substantial nature. To us, living in the West, something that can be utilized in our ever-da- y
life is of far more benefit
than something that would have to be kept wrapped up and
pampered.

man-powe- r.

::

::

::

FRUTH'S PHARMACY
PrescriptionÍ8ts
Make our Store your Store
Clayton, N. M.

Phone

3G

True Spirit of the Festival.
In recent years there lias been a
broadening conception of the spirit of
Thanksgiving day. Besides acknowledging God's manifold blessings according to religious formulas, the true
spirit of the festival will manifest Itself In deeds of benevolence. The poor
will be remembered and the needs of
'lumane Institutions will be supplied.

For Her

Brother, Father, Sweetheart

Mother, Sister, Sweetheart

Pocket Knife

Razor Strop

Granite Ware

Aluminum Ware :

Revolver

Percolator

Knives and Forks

Saw

Rine

Chafing Dish

Washing Machine

Razor

Hunting Coat

Scissors

Bath Room

Plane

Level

Range

Fixtures

Square

Search Light

BifWJ

Hammer

.

Lamp

As to Quality,

there is none better
than we furnish

DRINKS

vince.

For Him

J

Most all of these articles are in stock but there may be something special you would like. Come in and talk to us about it and
we will soon have it, in time for your needs.

w.
The Hause with the Service

r

THE CLAYTON CITIZEN
HOUSEHOLD HINTS

PREPARED
By DOUGL.AS

MALLOCH

New Salad

,

A new tomato salad. Place a whole
peeled tomato on a crisp lettuce leaf.
Over it sprinkle a goodly supply of
cucumber and onion finely chopped.

Dress with thin mayonnaise.
We may be thy of cannon and w may ba
short of guru.
We may nol hava as many moa
many
other ones,
We may require a fort or two, aome Infan
try and harte,
A tittle more artillery to back them up, of
course;
But in one matter we have not a reason to
be scared - -For when h comes to pumpkin pies, we
surely axe prepared!

u

We may be short of men of war and shy of

submarines
And low in mines and other subterranean
machines;
We ought to have an aeroplane, or, maybe
two or three.
To nest among the mountaintops or hydro-pla- n
the sea;
We haven't any instruments fot shootlni
poisoned gas
But we can beat the universe at making
apple sassl

We have the pumpkins' and we have the
pippins big and hne;
And, il you want pieparedness,
edness for mine!
If someone sails across the sea America
to try.
We'll shoot them full of apple sass and full
of pumpkin pie.
I bet they'll throw their guns away, beneath
that magic chami.
And iettte in Amerka and buy them each
a farm!
(Copyright, 1916, Western Newspnper Union.

DAY

OF

PICK

Thanksgiving Celebration Is
Great Ever.t on Cotton
Plantation.

England family for several generations.
golden pumpSelect a solid meat-edkin, emove seeds and inner shreds, crt
it into small pieces without peeling
and put into a large granite saucepan with about a cupful and a half of
water. Push it back on .he range,
cover closely and let it cook slowly in
its juices. This will take from Ave
to six hours. At the end of this time,
the pumpkin should be very tender and
almost) dry. Drain, pull of the loose
skin and press througha potato ricer.
If it seems at all watery, let it drain
for an hour. In this case save every
particle of the juice for making a
loaf of brown bread, as it will give
it a particularly delicious flavor.
When ready to make the pies measure the pulp and to every two
allow one pint of milk, a gener
ous half cupful of brown suar, fo-eggs, lightly beaten, a pinch of salt
and one teaspoon each of ground
nutmeg and cinnamon. Amistad
Herald.

Caramel Sauce
Cream one tablespoon of butter and
one cup of brown sugar. Add one
tablespoon of flour, one pint of water,
and one tablespoon, of vinegar. Flavor
to taste and cook smooth.
Lunch Muffins

Five tablespoonfuls condensed milk;
three-fourtcupful water; two cup-fuflour; three ounces butter; two
teaspoonfuls baking powder; two eggc
pinch of Bait. Mix flour and baking
powder and sift twice. Beat eggs,
without separating, until light, and
add the milk diluated with water. Add
this mixture and the butter which has
been melted to the flour. Beat well
and bake in greased muffin tins for
about 20 to 30 minutes.
ls

Apple and Prune Stuffing
Here is a delicious stuffing for roast
goose, the season for which is rapidly
approaching. Mix well three cups of
dry breadcrumbs with two tablespoons
of melted butter, one teaspoon of sah,
a dash of pepper and paprika, and a
half teaspoon of thyme. Then add
one cut of tart apples cut into cubes.
half cup of stoned raw prunes, and
half cup of English walnuts broken in- o pieces.
Mix thoroughly.

der will have check returned to him
upon the signing of the Contract and
the approval of his Surety Bond.
Each proposal must have attached
letter from Bonding Co., stating that
they are prepared to furnish Bond, for
the Bidder in the sum of $2,500.00, in
case he is awarded contract.
In case of failure on the part of Bid- der to enter into Contract and the
furnishing of a satisfactory Surety
Bond, the check shall be forfeited to
the Village as liquidated damages.
The Contractor will be paid in cash.
The Village of Clayton, New Mex.
T. H. RIXEY, Mayor.

C
f

G. L.

I!

Keal Estate
and Stock Exchange

jj Farm Loans.
jj
ff

if

Bldg.

S3

JOSEPH GILL
ATTORNEY-AT-LA-

Clayton

M. R. JONES, Village Clerk.
22, 1916.

Hail Insurance

Up .Stairs

Attest:
Dated November

COOK

New Mex.

"

IN THE PROBATE COURT OF UN
ION COUNTY, NEW MEXICO
In the matter of the estate of
ISAACS A. CROW, DECEASED.
Notice of Final Settlement
Public Notice, is hereby given byj
the undersigned, in pursuance of an :
rrdcr of the above Court, duly made ;

WOODWARD & BLUE
ATTORNEYS-AT-LA-

Clayton, N. M.

nuil uicrnnrl tVinf Vi. Vino filorl Ma fii.'il I
EGGS ARE SOARING
James E. Wentz Must Throw His Vast repcrt in the above estate; and that I
Holdings on Market by Jan. 21; the hearing thereof will be had before !
Women Refuse to Buy at 50c Per said Court on the 3rd day of January
'
1017. Any and all persons having
War against the hiprh cost of liv- objections to such final report are j
ing became millitant here today with heeby notified to appear before the
simultaneous raids by the city health Court on said hearing day, and pres-- ,'
depnr .ment against three of the larg ent their objections.
est cold storage warehouses in the
Dated November 10th, 1916.
city. The raids were based on a city
John T. Grass, Administrator.
ordinance, long ignored, which places
a restriction on the time foods may
be kept in cold storage "d
NOTICE OF PUBLICATION
partly, it is said, to the cmfwypvb State of New Mexico, County of Union
'

itmHtiitiMiiiMimNmiaHiian

SEE

SMITH

G. C.

For Real Estate and Insurance.
Content

Cases Handled
Efficiently
Office in First Nat'l Bank Bldg.

:

T
How to Make Soup to a Queen's Taste
so- E.
Wentz,
James
a
wholesaler,
f
Union
of
Court
In
District
the
A delicious and nutritious soup is
called "egg king" who is said to be County Judicial District of New Méx. I
made in this way:
day on a
ing 72,000,000 eggs.
GEORGE CONLEY
Cook a quart can of tomatoes, or
menns
an open
No. 1919
"I've got them. Whnt are you go
vs.
THANKSGIVING
20
in
fresh,
for
minutes,
equivalent
its
on the part of
i
ing
do about it?" was
to
answer
CONLEY
M.
ANNIE
the master and a full stomach, a then rub thru a fine seive. Season Wentz gave to investigators who
said defendant Annie M. Con- The
drops
pepper
and a few
day of happiness, and, consequently, with salt and
sought to discover what iiuantity of ley is hereby notified that a suit in
gratitude on the part of the worker. It of onion juice Cook a quart of milk foodstuff was- in storape in the pres
Divorce has been commenced against j
and,
that
for
in the double boiler, adding, when at
means, also, another,
prices.
high
of
ent
time
you in the District Court for the Coun- - j
little world, universal token, nn of the boiling point, two tablespoonfuls
The ordinance prohibits the storage ty of Union, Eighth Judicial District
fering up of thanks for the numerous of flour stirred smooth in a lit.le cold
little white, pods which bring profits milk. Add two tablespoonfuls of but- of eggs for more than ten months. Ex of the State of New Mexico, by said .
to tho muster and the winter's provl ter. Beat the yolks of two or three amination showed that many millions Plaintiff George Conley, for an abso- - j
including many stored by Wentz, were 'ute Divorce from the defendant, on
sions and clothes to the worker. But
eggs in a tureen, pour the milk in. o
put away in March aid Ar-i- l.
the grounds of desertion and abandon
it also means u day of pluy to all.
the tureen over the eggs, beating vigwill be obliged to throw these ment; as more fully set forth in the
Hard as Is the lulior of the cotton
"Wentz
plantation hands, they do some extra orously so they will not curdle. on the market by January 21," said bill of complaint filed in said action
work willingly for Thanksgiving day Sprinkle finely cut parsely over the Dr. John D. Robertson, hen'th com and that unless you enter or cause to
for several weeks beforehnud. It Is a top and serve very hot with crou.ons missioner, "and my advice to the peo be entered your appearance in said
sure sign of the approach of Thanks or bread sticks.
pie is to stop using eggs until he be suit on or before the 5th day of Jangiving day when one sights here and
uary A. D. 1917, decree
gins
to markef them."
Pineapple Snow
there throuch the woods the bobbing.
and Judgment by Default
Women of the Political Equality
One-har,
smoking pine torches that light the
box of gelatin or
be rendered against you.
will
today
de
therein
league
adopted
resol"tini
a
way for a dozen black, shining, grinone-ha- lf
cupful cold water,
Whereof, I have hereunWitness
50
In
cents a doz
ning faces. It Is the usual hunt for Mr. one can pineapple and one cupful su- claring that "eggs at
Possum that keeps them from their gar. Soak the gelatin or jelly pow- en are prohibitive." -- id agreeing to to set my hand and the seal of said
beds, and makes them scramble
Court at Clayton, New Mexico this
hour. buy none at that price.
der in the water for
through thickets, Jump ditches and
13th day of November A. D. 1916.
eggs
is
price
of
the
result
"The
of
Take half the juice of the can of pinewullow through morshes.
Juan J. Duran, Clerk.
(Seal).
ingeneral
prosperity'
which
has
cold
water to
apple and add enough
For several nights the woods for
.& Blue, Attorneys for
Woodward
extraordinary
duced
an
in the sugar and
miles around tho pimtutlon are the make a pint, stir
together with a shortage of production Plaintiff, Ciayton, N. M.
scone of night activities. It Is easy boil three minutes. Pour boiling water
according to a statemen. by the Chi- enough to find the trail of a 'possum, upon the gelatin or jelly pc'der. Let
cogo butter and egg board, which
nud when once located the dogs load it stand until it begins to thicken, then
a running, howling band In the hunt. beat it until it looks like whate cream. announced that it would welcome any
Mr. Possum Is, however, a slow mover, Let it harden sufficiently to hold up investigation into its manner at arrivand when he hears the yelps of those frui (, then add one-hacupful of the ing at prices.
"There is a big shortap-- in the
hounds and the howl? of file negroes pineapple which has been chopped fine.
und sees the glare of the torches, he
holdings
of eggs and butter, as estabto
bor
into mold and set away
gets up the nearest tree and settles on Pour
lished by the government reports," the
mold
with
out
and
of
len.
Turn
Berve
a limb.
statement said.
So:m!..'W the light fascinates him or without cream as preferred.
"The export demand has been
and he i. ually settles on the lowest
heavy, as may be a.tcsted by the rec
H Is just what the hunters
Tart Jelly or Preserves
limb.
of the customs of the depart.Mr. Tossuin 13 noted for his
want.
Mix anu sift together, flour, áalt, w's
ment.
fondness for diad meat, consequently
sugar and baking powder. Rub on
n 'possum that Is shot Is not tho most butter with tips of fingers and add
NOTICE TO CONTRACTORS
savory of meats. Their object Is to just enough milk or water, or half
Sealed proposals for the furnishing
catch hlii) ulive and when the tree Is milk and half water to make a soft
III...L
reached he Is surrounded by a ring of
GOOD PEOPLE
dought. Pour on floured of all material, supplies, labor, etc.,
blazing torches and howling blacks un- biscuit
and the sustaining of all expense inIs
til In sheer fright he drops off, plays board, divide in o eight pieces, pat curred in constructing in place an ofA Lumber Yard
two
fingers,
lay
floured
with
flat
dead and Is bundled Into a sack, to be
Filled
fice Building to be situated, on the
to Storm
hustled ofT in the morning to the plan- tablespoonfuls of any tart jelly or pre- nroperty
From
StTi
Village
corner
at the
of the
With
tation pen. Sometimes two or three serves you may have on hand on each
The Hi t Lumber
are caught in a night and some of niece and roll. Place in a baking pan of Front and Chestnut Streets, for the
And
them show fight. Once in the pen they with the following: Sauce One and a Village of Clayton; in accordanpe with
Building Material
in
file
specifications
on
the
and
plans
couple
weeks
with
of
a
for
are fed
ha'f tablespoonfuls butter, one and a
While Nothing Keeps Better
said Village
food that takes away all trace of their
Than
cupfuls sugar, three cupf uls boil the office of the Clerk of
half
natural food and rounds out their ing water. When you have creamed of Clayton, New Mexico, said bid to
Well Seasoned Lumber
We Boucht It
Bidea with good, sweet meat.
lump sum for the building comhe butter and sugar,. add boiling wa- be a
TO SELL TO YOU
Several days before Thanksgiving
occupancy without any
ready
for
plete,
To Keep
day some of the bunds aro taken from ter.
allowance for extra charges of any nai'r.-.to
work
put
and
fields
the cotton
The bids will be reture
Lasting
Quu'itites
whatsoever.
It's
Settler
Satisfied
A
Well
around the plantation buildings. This
Dick Bulware is pretty well satis- ceived by the Clerk of said Village unIs, with the exception of Christmas,
Decemperhaps the most enjoyable task of fied with the deal he made last year til 8 o'clock Tuesday eveninr.
I.AYTOX. NEW MFXTCO
which
bids
12,
hour
the
1916.
at
ber
the yenr, for It means tho preparation when he bought 80 acres of isolated
upon.
for the feast which the pluntution Is land near his farm. The land cost will be opened and acted
The Village Board of Trustees reto give Us hands on the day when him $200 and he raised 5,000 pounds
thanks offerings are made.
of beans off 15 acres of it this year serve the rieht to reject any or all
Usually this Is spread In one of which will pay for the whole tract, for bids.
the big buildings on the plantation, the fence around it, all the labor exContractors desiring to bid upon
perhaps a burn or a cotton shed. TI. pended on it and leave him a thousand this work may examine the plans and
IF YOU
hands ure set to work at first to clear pounds
pror-osa- l
and
receive
specifications
seed.
Besides
of beans for
out the place and make It clean. Then
blanks for bidding, at the office of the
they put together n dozen or more long this he raised 30 tons of cane hay
Clerk, of the Village, or at the office
Inrorovlsed tables and benches, and which will sell for $20.00 per ton this
YOU
of
the Consulting Engineer, Mr. H. O.
shows
building
his
so
investment
with
that
winter
they
the
decorate
lastly
Duerr, 1940 Broadway, Denver, Colall kinds of flags and bunting. On the over 300 per cent profit in one year.
side near the center they also put up
One little rain of an inch and a orado, or may have a set mailed to
the fiddler's stand, for later In the half in that vicinity made this crop him upon depositing with the EngiWHEN YOU TRADE
day there comes the usual dance. Sev- as was all the advantage they had over neer, the sum of $25.00 $15.00 of
WITH
eral days before, also, some of the of the mesa. Roy, (N. M.,) Spanish which will be refunded upon the return
hands make barrels of ginger beer and
GEO. H. WADE & CO.
of the plans and specifications.
American.
: sweet cider and stow them away tc
Each proposal shall be accompan"Clayton's Beter Store
.ripen for the feast
ied by a certified check in the sum of
Punmkin Pie
$500.00, to be made payable to the
Hardly any Thanksgiving
Worthy Supplication.
of said Village; the unsucTreasurer
For all blessings which may help would be quite complete without the
will have their check
cessful
Bidders
more
love
we
worthy
following
land
The
pie.
the
make
pumpkin
historic
4
the successful Bid- once,
returned
founders,
at
Its
dtsUoj.
Its
fortune, Its
f
recipe has been handed down In New

te
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E D. STROHM
FARM

LOANS.

INSURANCE

Real Estate. Monty Loaned on
Five, Seven and .Ten Year
Terms. Office over Lord's Studio

Clayton, N.

Phone 178.

M.

i

jelly-powde-

lf

one-ha-

ll'tlltlMIUIN'lHIHtl

COL. E. U. JACOBS
PUBLIC AUCTIONEER
I cry sales anywhere. Farm
sales a specialty. Satisfaction
guaranteed. Rates reasonable.
Call, write or wire me for dates.

ora, "ft. no.

flat,

lf

Fidelity Abstract Co.
Incorporated
Abstracts, Plats, Conveyancing,
Notary

D. A. Paddock

lf

Big Jo Lumber Co.

i

Secretary
CLAYTON,

iHNNtinwiimii'iiit

NEW

MEXICO

irmwmni mnntninii.nniii.tmiiniiti

HILL BROTHERS
DRAY,

TRANSFER

GENERAL HAULING

Fh?nc

Wl tlHIl

52--

tin

I. O. O. F.
Clayton Lodge No.

Meetings

C.

every

45

Thursday

at

7:30, in I. O. O. F. Hall in Pal-

mer Building. Visiting members always welcome.
L. E. BYRNE, N. G.
JOHN WINCHESTER, Sec.

Buy for Cash

Pay Less

-

dinit

--

Am.

SOCIALIST PARTY OF AMERICA
Clayton Local
Meets Every First and Third Monday
in Office of A. J. McDonald, Sect
Visiting Comrades Welcome
JOIN YOUR
WORKING MEN
PARTY

LET US DO YOUR JOB WORK.
WE GUARANTEE SATISFACTION.
PROOFS ALWAYS SUBMiTTED.

xLivii CuiZEN
unin Union county, is by hook and crook
owp
for
taxes
pay
him
muking
THE CLAYTON CITIZEN
der various mvsterious ways and methods,
of land
ing his land when the constitution fully provides that the plowing
thankfu.
be
Edited and Published by The Clayton Citizen Printing & Publishing Co.
should
He
ntl nvi aAA tr itu villi If "for lnviition numoses.
for the
that
$100 has already been allowed and warrants issued therefor
Published every Thursday at Clayton, Union Co., N. II., z?.l er.terod at Post-offic- e publication of a delinquent tax list that the distric, attorney filed an eü-- 1
at Clayton, N. M., as second class matter under the Act of March 3, 1897 túnate of $271.45 as being all that the coumy properly anü íegauy coum
be held for. He should be thankful that he is required to pay illegal fees
OFFICIAL PAPER OF TOWN OF CLAYTON, NEW MEXICO
for advertising delinquent property. He should be thankful that he still
has jimmyocracy leeching at his very vitals. He should be thankful that
Subscription per year
$1.00
he loves to be humbugged.

lo .hankful that jiir.inyocricy
V.

.

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER

30,

1916

The now famously notorious "Farm Loan Law" fake is still "gittin'
organized," but it seems that nobody is at homo when it comes to finding
out anything definite about its probable future.
But it has already cost Union county about $250 of the people's
money to find out that there was nobody at home with any definite infor'
mation as to what is going to be done in the premises.
The federal land board, which is Juning around all over the country
the congressional appropriation for locating these vagaries somewhere in wonderland, or blunderland, didn't know enough to
give even an "intimation as to what the boundaries of the district would
probably be and no intimation as to the location of the bank within the
district," according to the report of one of the delegation which we are
publishing this week and which appeared as an editorial in the News
last week.
expense for
Stll, if the county had not gone to this "wild-gooschipmunks in the middle of the Pacific Ocean, the federal land board never
would have learned that the people of New Mexico "showed a better knowledge of the farm loan law on the part of the New Mexico people who attended the meeting than of any other state the board had visited;" and
might have gone on in the even tenor of their way with the "bad impression" resting upon their quiet souls that "the dry farming lands had no
3table value as security for loans." It is well that such an impression was
repressed notwithstanding it cost the people of Union county about $250
to repress it.
In order to spend

has been already declared
Another fake labor law and
unconstitutional by one federal district judge and has only to be appealed
to the supreme court of the United States to be declared unconstitutional
The other fake,
by that august and final body of law inerprcters.
needs no infraction for all the manufacturer has to do is to hold
the goods the little children he works produce in thirty days and then he can
aell them anywhere he pleases if he can find sale for them. But then it
was a vote-gettas well as .fake and the old saying of P. T. Barnum that
the people love to be humbugged comes to yiew with testimony as to its
vote-catch- er

child-labor-la- w

er

truth.
The truth seems to be that many a farmer, as well as many other
classes of laboring men and many another unsuspecting citizen, taxpayer
and voter were wheedled into voting for the Wilson administration on acRailcount of the "Farm Loan Law, Child Labor Law, The Eight-Hoattitude toward Mexico, our Jack
road Brotherhood Law, our Pacific-Wa- r
Falstaff attitude toward Germany and our penitent and supplicting attitude
toward Great Britain together with a lot of other campaign election whoops
that had no foundation in fact and will never materialize now that the el'
ation is over. ur

The Union county frmer has much from jimmycratic administrablessings of the "Farm
tion to be thankful for, not to mention the f
Loan Law," which is costing him so much to learn so little about. He should

t

,,..

.
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Apply W. L. Tolley.
..For Sale. Good Moline car at a
bargain if sold at once. Will trade for
stock. Car at Clayton Garage. Mrs.
W. E. Chaney, Owner.
47
For Sale. Some good relinquishments and deeded lnnd. List your
We understand that some of the legislators elect arc hunting a holo
with us for quick sales.
statethrough which to crawl away from the submission of the questions of
me in town or at ranch, 11 miles
See
wide prohibition and equal suffrage of the sexes. How in the name of decen- from Clayton, on Mt. Dora road. Mrs.
cy and common sense any republican or democrat elected at the last elec- W. E. Chaney.
47
tion can begin' to squirm on these questions would require a Boss Tweed
See the Four States Seed Company
to figure out The people have spoken plainly on these questions and those for Chick Food, hen food, poultry supwho have been elected to the New Mexico legislature may just as well face plies, oil cake and corn. Oyster shell,
the music without squirming or wheedling, or else, later face the indigna- $1 per hundred.
tion of an outraged, outlawed constituency. We understand that one member
elect has already stated that he though a $5,000 license law would answer FREE MATINEE FOR CHILDREN
democratic platform which was copied almost
for the plank in the
BY HOME ECONOMICS CLUB
state platform. The people of this
republican
word for word from the
state are not going to stand for such whining evasions as that." They want
Through the efforts of Rev. Dum,
these questions submitted as demanded and $5,000 license laws paid for the Home Economics Club is pleased
by the 'interested element will not go.
47-tf- c.

ing in the telephone of fee during the
illness of Miss Hardin.
Mrs. Kit Clark ran a nail in her
Morris Johnson made a business
trip into the country, Tuesday return- foot the first of the week, causing
in
ing the same day.
her considerable inconvenience
Mrs. Swearengen was shopping in walking for a few days.
Wesley Adamson, brother of Mrs.
the city the Tuesday of this week.
Miss Ellen Brooks has reurned from Ola Jones and Miss Jessie Adamson,
a visit to friends and relatives in Fort arrived Monday from Hedley Texas,
for a few days visit here after which
Chas. Law made a business he will accompany his mother to Dentrip to Raton, Des Moines, and other ver, where they are makng their future home.
points the first of the week.
Mrs. Ola Jones came down from
Want to Trade 160 acres of land,
one mile west of Bueyeros, in Union Denver last week to her ranch at
county, New Mexico, on Ute Creek, Grande to look after the nice crop of
for land in Oklahoma. Address, John beans raised on her place. Mrs. Jones
M. Quinn, Elgin, Kansas.
tf. is making extensive improvements and
Tom Gray has sold his Ford and expects to stock her ranch with fine
purchased a span of mules and a wag- cattle in the near future.
on. This may be a good method of locoMisses Maud and Willma Hardin
motion, but we are willing to wager were indisposed the first of the week,
first time his mules balk. Personally, to such an extent that they were unwe prefer anything to a balky mule. able to fill their respective positions
H. Atchlcy was in the city the first for a day or two.
of the week purchasing supplies.
He
FOR RENT
A six room house,
has been drillng a well on the ranch of for one year, apply Mrs. Ed. Fox.
George Ingraham.
For Sale House and ten lots two
Watkins Brothers, of Augusta Kan- blocks south of the school house. Also
sas, have bought the cleaning and Ford automobile, Jersey cow and two
pressing establishment formerly own- jersey calves, household furniture. Aped by Mr. Underwood.
These gentle- ply S. 0. Penick.
tfc
men are located permanently and we
T. P. Yeakel of Guy was here Wedwelcomo them and wish them much nesday of this week.
success.
B. F. Carley was here from Thomas,
Mrs. Earl Johnson has been assist this week transacting business.

LOCAL AND PERSONAL

L

Mrs. Campbell, who is chairman of
The Parent-TeachAssociation has
received a pamphlet on Open Air
schools, also one on Organized Health
work in schools from the U. S. Bureau
er

of Education. This is. one of the
strong departments of the club.
Mrs. Law, chairman of the Welfare
Committee is sending a box of maga-zne- s
out in the country.
The club meets Friday with Mrs.
Staley. Mesdames Chamberlain and
S. M. Edmondson will assist
the
hostess.
him
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CLAYTON,

NEW MEXICO

We Are Here to Give You an
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to announce a free matinee for the
children of the town Tuesday afternoon, December Cth.
It is a three reel feiture film entitled "Thomas Jefferson Morgan, P.
J. G., and is put out by the Curtis
Publishing Company, which we all
know is the Company which publishes
the Ladies Home Journal and Saturday Evening Post.
Mr. Rankin has kindly consented to
show it free and the club appreciates
his generosity very much.
The club has received the score
cards for the Better Babies Contest,
which takes place next Wednesday, in
connection with the Farmers Institute.
These score cards are sent out by
the American Medical Society and it
will be time well spent for parents
to investigate this contest. Local physicians will have charge of the

,','!iiS

Four States
W.

Seo the Four States Seed Compa ly
for Chick Food, hen food, poultry supplies, oil cake and corn. Oyster shell,
47-t- ..
$1 per hundred.
WANTED First class shoemaker.

:

For Your Grain, Seed and Beans, as well as to give you

Ll(3)KSÜ
e are in the market for all kinds of Seed such as Millets, Sudan Grass, Kaffir, Maize, Corn, and Cane Seed. See us before selling.
If we do not buy it we assure you the one who does will pay ycu what it is worth. We also have full line of
feeds,
a

ti:

COTTEN SEED CAKE, CORN, BRAN, CHOPS AND CHICKEN FEED

CLAYTON'S NEW ELEVATOR
llttlllttMHI Wtltltt

THE CLAYTON CITIZEN
evenir. live hundred club on Thursday, Dec. 7th.
Mr. and Mrs. R. Q. Palmer and family are spending a week in Denver.
Mrs Palmer is doing some of her
Christmas
Bhoppng.
p'r. and fttrs. Winchester, were hosts
Mrs. Wikoff will en.ertain all the
to7 the 600 Club, las. Thursday
boys of the garage at a Thanksgiving
The new electric range lately installed, was "tried out" and an excel- dinner. We know what a grand time
they will all have.
lent dinner v as served as result.
On Sunday morning at the home of
dim
of
number
the usual
After
Tom 0ve.:s a beautiful
"lr.
cere-- 1
games were p.ayed, Mia. rainier holdraony
took
place.
was
the
It
christ
ing high score for ladies and .Mr.

SOCIETY

it

.

OF UNION COUNTY, NEW MEXICO, AND THE

V

Equity Store

1

ening of their li.tle daughter Adele
Chase Owen. Little Miss Owen wore
a beautiful robe entirely hand made
by her granujmother, Mrs. Chase, Af
ter the ceremony a five course
dinner was served. The center piece
w as a huge white cyclamen and green
ferns. Those present were Rev. Mills
and wife, Mr. and Mrs. F. Barnhart,
Mr. and Mrs. T. H. Rixey, Mr. and
The Monday Music Club met with Mrs. H. B. Woodward and Mr and
Mrs. M. R. Jones on Monday after- Mrs. D. W. Priestley.
The Bushnell home now occupied
noon. A number of important topics
were discussed. Miss Helen Mansker by Mrs. Jose Gonzales .was the
gave a piano solo, Mrs. Easterwood a scene of an elaborate dinner party
The hostesses
vocal number, Mrs. Johnson a piano on Tuesday evening.
selection and Mrs. Jones closed the were Misses Andy and Lucia Gonzales.
program with a piano number. Mrs, After the dinner dancng and fancy
T. H. Rixey was leader. The next work occupied the remainder of the
session of the Club will meet with evening.. Those present were Misses
Edna Steele, Hazel Asmussen, Ellen
Mrs. II. H. Errett.
Invitations are out for n Salmagun Brooks, Mrs. Staples, Mrs. Moore, Mrs
(ii party which read like this: "An M. G. G. Thompson and Miss Sadie Herz
E. Salmagundi brew, is steaming and stein.
Thanksgiving has been the inspira
ready now for you. A gory scalp, a
tion
of many beautiful affairs. Among
in
And
are
Indian
head
an
racy chew,
the ' stew. Come and bring a silver the most elaborate will be a dinner
J,
fee To Woodwards on Saturday next party given by Mr. and Mrs. H.
at three." Mrs. Palmer's division of Hammond, today.
Dr. and Mrs. C. E. Keller returned
the Aid is responsible for these invitations and one hundred have been Monday from an extensive honeymoon
sent out. It should prove to be a most trip thru the state in the Doctor's
touring car. They will reside in the
entertaining affair.
The "Married Peoples' Club" will Brophy house until M. and Mrs.
'hold its next dance on the second Sat- - Dyche move into their new home.
Mrs. John Knox and Miss Fanny
urday evening in December. The
Knox
were in town Monday, getting
voted
dance last Saturday evening was
a great success by all who attended a supply for their Thanksgiving feast
The following are members of the Mrs. Carl Dunn returned with them
club: Messrs. and Mesdames John and should any one question Carl as
will
Hill, M. C. Johnson, Muir, Olbeter, to his Thanksgiving dinner, they
Dunn, W. C. Barnhart, Holdsworth, receive a mournful answer.
Mr. and Mrs. Sherman Heddleston
Easterwood, Granville, Snyder, Clark,
celebrated
their first' wedding anniver
Barnhart,!
Frank
Wnchester, Eklund,
17th at the Spring
November
sary
on
Tom Wolford, McFadden, Walton Snydelicious
dinner was served
A
ranch.
Sparks,
der, Osborn, Jenkins,
Priestley, Owen, Harvey, W. and every' one had a most enjoyable
Hill, Abbott, Farber, Fruth, Jennings, time. Only the immediate relatives
Errett, Utterback, Moore, and Misses were present
Mr. and Mrs. D. W. Priestley en
Vendía Eklund. Maud and Wilma
Hardin, Helen Mansker and Sadie tertained delightfully at dinner last
evening. The affair was an informal
Herzstein. n
The Order of the Eastern Star met one though an elaborate
Tuesday evening and initiated Mrs. dinner was served. The guests were
H. C. Farber, who stood the ordeal Mr. and Mrs. Carl Eklund, Mr. and
nicely. Frank Kilburn assisted as Mrs. J. Frank Barnhart, Atty. and
Worthy Patron n the absence of Rob Mrs. Hugh B. Wodward and Mrs,
ert Brown. A dainty luncheon was P. Easterwood.
the
Mrs. T. A. Gray entertained
served. Mrs. Corner, sister of Mrs.
W. A. Henderson, who is visiting Baptist Aid last Tuesday and about
here from St Joseph, Mo., addressed forty-fiv- e
were present Mrs. Gray
the order and her remarks were great- served a dainty luncheon. The Royly enjoyed. She is past grand Electa al Neighbors who were holding their
of the State of Mssouri.
afternoon session at the same time,
Mrs. Fannie Rumpt of South Bend dismissed their meeting and attended
Ind., is here visiting her daughter, at Mrs. Grays.
Mrs. Claude Barnhart. She will reMr. and Mrs. Tixier returned Mon
man till Christmas and then visit her
hunting trip.
day
Calif,
from a two-da- y
B&kerafield,
daughter
at
other
the
Mrs. Simon Herzstein will entertain Judging by the turkeys outside
V
trip.
successful
a
had
they
door
the afternoon bridge club on Satur- Mrs. A. H. Dean motored to Sedan,
; day, Dec.
2nd.
Sunday,
and spent the day visiting
Allen
entertained the
Mrs. Johnson
with
her mother, Mrs. J. H. Johnson
forty-tw- o
club at her home in Tex
A. Ryan, of Oklahoma City, ar-Mr.
lne last Friday afternoon. After the
games a delightful luncheon was serv rived in Clayton, Saturday night from
ed. The members present were Mes Cimarron county, where he has been
dames Hammond, Eklund, C. Barn working in the interest of an Oil
hart, Jones, Law, Field, and Shufelt Svndicate. leasincr prospective oil
"
the substitutes were: Miss Vendía Ek lands.
lund, Mas Helen Mansker of Clayton
W. R. Findlay, of Texline, waa
and Mesdames Hess, .Morrison and Clayton visitor, over Sunday.
Thompson of Texline. The next meetBen F. Owen, of Folsom, spent the
ing will be Friday, Dec. 8, at Mrs. forepart of the week in this district
Law's home, with Mrs. Field as hos- inspecting cattle.
tess.
See the Four States Seed Company
, The evening Auction club meets at
the home of Mrs. John Hill, this eve- for Chick Food, hen food, poultry sup"
plies, oil cake and corn. Oyster shell,
ning.
Mrs. Carl Eklund will entertain the $1 per hundred.

Duerr held highscore for the gentlemen.
Those present were, Mr. and Mrs.
Simon Herzstein, Mr. and Mrs. Granville, Mr. and Mrs. Eklund, Mr. and
Mrs. Claude Barnhart, Mr. and Mrs.
Clark, Mr. and Mrs. Palmer, Mrs.
Easterwood, Mrs. Frank Banhart, Mr.
Morris Herzstein, Mr. DuerrX

.

The FARMERS SOCIETY of EQUITY

Are organizations for the farmer and since the business has started in this
County the farmers, both members and
have been saved many
thousands of dollars.
non-membe-

rs

Broom Corn

Oregon Red Cedar Fence

Post

Broom Corn is worth over $200.00 per
ton.

If you want to build a fence to be
proud of get these post They are

Before you sell your brush see

tie manager of the Equity

c'.ore.

Broom Corn is very scarce and

prUs

cut from groat large trees from the
Oregon Red Cedar forest. The U. S.
Goveramen. indorses these post We
have quite a supply on hands.

will stay high.
A
We

RED CEDAR

SHINGLES.

W quite a supply from a car of

New Stock.

Apples

If you want the best roof

made use these shingles.

Wc will have a car of apples in soon;

Prices right.

also a car of spuds. .Come .in .and
give us your orders and you will find
the prices right in all cases.

COAL
We are trying to keep Coal on hands,
but it is an impossibility. We will
do the best we can.

SYRUPS
We will soon have a fine assortment
of Syrups. Those were bought when
prices were low last summer. We

See us for Cranberries, Candies and
place your order now for Xmas Or-

have ordered in barrel lots, Pure Ribbon Cane Syrups also; see us about it

anges.

THE

Hed-dlesto- n,

EQUI T Y store
J. A. McCune, Manager

six-cour-se

Mfo Farmeir
Get a Mogul Tractor
v.

i

FROM THE DENVER POST, SUNDAY, NOVEMBER

Prices to Advance on Farm
Machinery

47-tf- c.

HIGH
AND
LOANS
COST OF MATERIAL GIVEN AS
REASON BY MANUFACTURERS

FEDERAL

HOLIDAY GOODS

farm machinery, including tractors,
threshing machines, harvesters and all
manner of tools was forecast here yes

No Trouble to Show Goods
'
...

G. E.

i,

-

-

Holdsworth
JEWELER

With City Drug Store

terday at a meeting of manufacturers
of agricultural tools.
The reason given by manufacturers
for the increase is that the price of
labor has advanced at least 20 per
cent and the price of materials from
20 to 100 per cent.
The

International-Harveste-

com-

r

pany announced an increase in all its
harvesting machinery of 5 to 20 per
cent today and from 20 to 40 per cent
n the prce of binding twine when
spring prices are given out.
There were more than 100 delegates
to the meeting. There was no concerted action taken, but it practically
is assured that a general advance in
prices will result soon.
'

Nov. 18. An increase of
from 15 to 25 per cent in the cost of
Chicago,

Coming In Every Day

uj

19, 1916

P

w. ISAACS
"Where the Farmer Gets the Service'

J

THE CLAYTON CITIZEN
ed fool or a hypocrite.
If you want your wife to honor you,
By the Rev. Thomas B. Gregory
then see to it that you honor her.
Copyright, 1916, by the Press PublishDo you insist that she shall be moring Co. (The New York Evening ally clean?
Then be that yourself.
World.)
There is no other way to main-In one rtspect humanity is very like ain the sancity of the home and the
the tortoise it progresses slowly.
rnrity of the vows you took while
However, it is pleasant! to know that
under the orange blossomes.
its advance while slow is unmistakably
The single standard and the single
persistent.
standard alone, can keep the home
The
pessimism which is so lOpn nnd sweet,
TTTE

DOUBLE STANDARD

as yet unconvinced of the merits of the
proposed legislation.
The National association declares
that with assurances of enough support to insure a vote on the amendment in both houses at the coming
session the women will work with a
view to making such a good showing
at thiá session that their work nexi
session, or when the congress just elected is assembled, will be simplified.
They are confident of final victory at

Lucero, though elected, is in the min- oritv 528 votes: that Sargent for
State Auditor is in the minority
votes; that Hall for state treasurer has a majority over all of 1,367
votes; that Patton for attorney gen- eral has a majority over all of 220
votes, the socialists having no
date for that offiee; that Wagner is in
'
the minority of the combined vote of
the other two, for superintendent of
public instruction, 1,669 votes; that
1,-5-

candi-standi-

,

meeting held at the Congressional union headquarters today when the results of the election were discussed
and plana announced for the "drive"
on congress.
Miss Younger declared that the
Democrats would find it impossible

to hold the West if they ignore the
equal suffrage issue.

"HOME ARMY BILL" IS
.
uwitv
MET WITH OBJECTIONS
illVXCll, 1U1 WUlllUUOOlVllCl Vi
'
The Congressional union, whose
lands, has a majority over all 1,937
AUTOMATIC 'CORNER' IS
'
'
Berlin (Via London, Nov. 25.)
FORESEEN IN WHEAT votes, though if the vote of McDonald motto Is "Do it now," expects congress
' which is given in the report as a pub- - j to pass the Susan B. Anthony amend- - Hearings beforet he committee on ci
vilian work foreshadow that the gov- New York, Nov. 26. Commission- - lie land commissioner vote, (and this ment at the coming session.
er Joseph Hartigan of the bureau of evidendy an error as McDonald was j "It is up to the Democrats," they enrement's "ohem army bill" will not
weights and measures said today:
socialist candidate for the Justice of declare, to prove that they are as j,aVe entirely smooth sailing in the
"Authorities on grain realize that the supreme court) Ervien would be firm friends of national woman suf- - Reichstag. Speakers objected to giv- the wheat- market is automatically de- - jn the minority of the combined vote of frage as they told the women of the jng the military authorities a free
hand in organizing the home service
veloping into a corner. While no Na- - the othe two, only 21 votes; that Rob-- West they were."
The lobby work of the Woman's amj insisted that the adminstratve
poleon of wheat has a monoply nor a erts for supreme court justice is in
group of operators have control, the ' the minority, counting the vote of Mc- - party and the Congressional union will details be strictly defined by the
fact will remain from crop estimates Donald socialist candidate for ihe be directed by Miss Anne Martin, of Reichstag or wtih its cognizance or
that at the present ratio of foreign same office where it should be counted, Nevada and Miss Maud Younger of approval
buying 400.000,000 bushels of wheat 0f the combined vote of the other two, California. Miss Younger was one or
The Citizen is the paper to read.
are going off the home market.
1,193. Thus the figures show that the principal speakers at the mass
"Adding the reported carry-ove- r
the candidates having majorities over
from last year and deducting the 80,- - 11 were Wilson. Jones. Walton. Hall, 000,000 bushels needed for seeding, Patton, Montoya, democrats and Er- 1
&
there will be about 200,000,000 bushels vienr .republican; while Lindsey, Sarof wheat to meet domestic needs, and gent, Wagner and Roberts, republi- -'
a crop of at least 625,000 000 bushels cans, and de Baca, Lcuero, democrats
is necessary. I believe that the first are all minority elected officers of the
duty of America is to America.
state. Of the state offices the re- -,
CLAYTON
NEW MEXICu.'
"The mos' serious problem confront- publicans elected five, namely Lind-- ,
Rooms 75 to $1.50
Meals 25 and 50c.
E3
ing the American home today is the sey, Sargent, Wagner, Ervien and
FIRST CLASH HKBTAl'RANT OPEN l)A
AND NIÜHT.
high cost of living. If the salaried Roberts. The democrats, five, namely
Steam Heat, Bath and Electric Lights.
man is to be free to indulge in other de Baca, Lucero, Hall, Patton and
things than buying food at prevailing Montoya.
Sample Room Free.
Call For All Trains.
inordinate prices, constructive relief
In Union county the combined vote
NigHl.
Aulo Service Day
should come.
for pesidential electors was 3,740 of,
"No preparedness movement would which Wilson received 1994, Hughes
The Eklund Hotel, Ranch and Irrigation Co., Proprietors
have a better cause. At all events, let 1495 and Benson 251 leaving Wilson's
us increase our surplus and sell abroad majori y over all only 248 votes about
rather than to draw on the principal half his majority over all in the state.
and reserve, as now is being done.
Jones for U. S. senator, had a majority over all of 108 votes in . Union
county; Walton for representative to
BEANS BEAT BULLETS
AS WAY TO RICHES congress had a majority over all of
10 votes; De Baca for governor
a
majority over all of 77 votes; Lindsey
(El Paso Herald.)
The New Mexico farmer who sold for lieutenant governor is in the minMEN'S BOOTS AND SHOES, RAIN COATS,
farm ority of the combined vote 9 votes;
?2392 worth of corn off a
which cost him $5 to $10 an acre has Lucero a majority of 74 votes; SarSUITS SHIRTS, PANTS AND OVERCOATS
an investment which beats "war ba- gent, minority of 19 vo'es; Hall of
bies" seven ways from Wall street. 88 votes; Patton, 340 majority; Swin-ne- y
72 majority; Davisson . majority
TheArizona farmers who sold their
9; Field for justice supreme court 1
Pima cot' on above 53 cents a pound
part of them were full blooded In- majority; Montoya, for corporation
dians, by the way have found the commissioner majority 319; G. C.
SWEATERS, CAPS, UNDERWEAR, ETC. PRICES THE LOWEST
way to riches. The man who takes Smith, for state senator is in the minfrom three-fourt- h
of an acre of alfal- ority of the combined vote of the ofti-e- r
two 139 votes, Smith eviden ly
fa land enough to put $80 worth of
beef on two range s teere is paving drawing 46 votes from the socialist
the way to a big bank account, for party; both Pryan and Romero for
J. C. CALDWELL, Manager
mortgages are the only thines which the state legislature are minority eldo not thrive on such a man's farm.
ected; Kiker for district attorney ma
The New Mexico farmer who raises jority 260; all the county commission5000 pounds of beans on a $200 farm, ers are minority elected except Jacobo
thereby making 300 per cent profit on Pacheco who has a majority of 164
his investment;, need envy the prosper- votes; Antonio Chavez for probate
ity of no one. He has his share. The judge, a majority over all of 234
county, like Union county, New Mex- votes; Juan Duran for conntv and i
ico, which ships 6000 heads of cattle, dis;rict clerk is minority elected by a
worth $190.000, in a month, should minority of 155 votes; Ray Sutton for
are sure to include the inper-atifurnish fine nrosnecting for the auto- sheriff ism inority elected by a minorinjunction to use the
mobile aid jevelry salestnai.
ity of 74 votes; C. M. Sanchez for
best Lumber on the job. We
The stock market has no monopoly treasurer by a minori.y of 34 votes;
keep no other kind. All the
on sudden rises to wealth this year. H. H .Errett for county superintend
Lumber we handle for outMany a southwesterner is duplicating, ent by a majority over all of 152
or indoor work is wardoor
'erhar-- on a smaller scale, the best votes; Tom Bushnell for county sur
iil!iJ.l-ijJl.Ur- :"
ranted by us to be froee from
Wall street can do and is doing it a veyor majority of 20 votes; J. E. Alex
warpings and imperfections
thousand times more safely.
ander for assessor by a minori y of
and to be thoroughly dried.
80 votes. The socialist vote in Union
Our Trim and mouldings are
ELECTION FREAKS
county has more than doubled in the
guaranteed. And though
also
last t" o years and has made almost
the qualities are the ebst our
Thee ore some strange figures as a as much progress in the state. The
prices are always moderate.
result of the last election in the State vote in '.he last election in this coun- -'
ty
and
was
state
largest
the
far
ever
of New Mexico. The figures given in
he Citizen this week do not include polled.
Siera county which would add a small
epublican majority but not of such SUFFRAGE LOBBY CAN
NOW SEE VICTORY
magnitude as to ma erially affect the
result as given. It will be seen by an
inspection of the figures published
Washington, Nov. 26. The stren
n'sowhere in this issue of the Citizen uous efforts put forth by the Demo
that the combined vote of the resi- crats to capture the women's vote in
dential electors receiving the highest the West have encouraged suffragists
vote in all three of the political par- to hopo that the leaders of the party
ties is 66,765 of which Wilson receiv- will abandon their opposition to the
ed 33,635, Hughes 31,153 and Tensón federal suffrage amendment.
g
Congress will be assailed as never
1977, Wilson's majority over all
505 votes. For senator the com- before by advocates of the measure
bined vote is 66,899 of which Jones during the coming session.
A commite including Mrs. J. Bor
received 31,126, Hubbell 30,742 and
JOHN CORICH & SQN
Metcalf 2.031, Jones' majority over all den Harriman of New York, Mrs. Win
We have secured a special Whiskey which touches the spot
being 1353 votes. For representative ston Churchill of New Hampshire, Mrs
7 Emest Thompson Seton of Connectito congress the combined vete is
We invite the public to sample this fine old liquor. We guarantee
of which Walton received 32,676, cut, Miss Heloise Meyer of Lennox,
Hernandez 32,036 and Eggum 2,035, Mass., a sister of the former secretary
es.
it One drink will convince you.
No, no, Caesar, you are as much leaving Walton, though elected, 1,395 of the navy; Mrs. Thomas Jefferson
bound by the law of truth and decen- votes in the minority of the combined Smith of Kentucky, a grandniece of
cy as your wife is, and it is as bad for vote of the other two. The combined Henry Clay and president of the Kenyou to disgrace your wife as it is for vote for governor is 65,755 f which de tucky Suffrage association; Mrs. Wal"
t
Baca received 32,593, Bursum 31,061 ter MrNab Miller of St. Louis; Miss
for your wife to disgrace you.
SIX YEAR OLD BOURBON
"Upon what meat doth this Caesar and Wells 2,101, leaving de Baca in Ruth White of Kansas City, and
the minoity of the combined vote of Miss Mary Garrett Hay of New York,
feed that he is grown so great?"
Come down from your perch Ceasar the other two, 569 votes. The com has been organized by the National
WE MAKE A SPECIALTY OF BOTTLED GOODS.
and learn this truth that you have bined vote for lieutenant governor is Woman Suffrage association and will
TAL BLATZ BEER ON DRAUGHT
received begin its labor with members of con
10 apcial privileges whatever; that you 64,702 of which McDonald
Monday.
gress
next
Bearrttp
32,843,
and
Lindsey
are as much bound to guard your 31,859,
Miss Meyer hat taken a houae in
wife's honor and peace f mind as 2,042, leaving Lindsey the minority of
he is bound to guard yours; and that the combined vote of the other Uvo, Washington for ttk tmtem tai w3
if you fail to act on this very reason--- . 1,058 votes. Figuring in like manner devote herself to the taalc of convert
kouae and tenate
- for the secretary of state shows that irte nerntai of
Wile rule JfOU Klc VIW1I71 m

fond of pointing back to the 'former
days" as having been so much "better
than those" is absolutely without
foundation.
The old days were not better than
these. The best, and in every way,
grandest days that have ever been
are the days In which you and I are
now living.
To be sure, Ihe millenium awaits us
in the very dim and distant future,
but we are nearer to it than we ever
wer before. There is no doubt about
it. The Bigns and tokens of progress
in the right direction are manifold,
and none but simpletons and chronic
dyspeptics fail to see them.
Among these signs is that a coming
to us in the shape of a recent decision
of a Western judge in the case of a
man who wanted to be freed from his
wife.
A somewhat prominent gentleman
residing in a certain city hard by the
Golden coast applied for a divorce
from his beter half on the ground that
she was in the habit of staying out
late at nitrht, whig.p cmfw vbgkq
late at night, getting home frequently
at the unseemly hour of 2 o'clock in
the morning, while occasionally she
would remain out all night.
The irate husband declared that his
wife had the audacity, when asked
why she ne ed so strangely, to reply
that "it was none of his business," that
she "would come and go when she
pleased " and that if he didn't like it
he could "beat it."
Having burned the bridges behind
her, the wife showed no sign of fear,
Undaun'ed, she seemed to say: "Here
I am, here I propose to remain."
For a moment after the plaintiff's
petition was filed a deep silence fell
upon the court, as well it might after
such a singular desclosure, and then
g
the hush was broken by the
voice of the avenging Nemesis.
Realizing the deep inmportance of
the principle at issue, and realizing,
furthermore that the time had come
to deal old custom a solar plexus blow,
the judge, with dignity looked upon
the plaintiff and ponounced these
words:
"A wife has as much right to stay
away from home at nights as the hus
band has."
As soon as the excitement caused
by this bombshell had partially subsided, the attorney for the defendant
said to the court: "Then I understand your honor as meaning that the
fact that a wife stays away from
home all niht is no sufficient gound
fo a divoce, since the husband frequently 'nes the same.,,
"Jas AY' replied the court. "It is
as broad as it is long. If it is wrong
for the v ife to stay out from her home
at night, it is equally wrong for the
husband to do the same. If the fact
that a wife stays out at night gives
the husband a right .0 divorce her
thon the fact that the husband stays
out at night gives the wife Jie sume
right to divorce him. It is six of one
of the other."
and a ha'f i
Oh vise and upright judge you
have won the eternal gratitude of every right thinking man and woman
on earth.
Right knows nothing about sex. It
is neither male nor female, but just
plain simple right, the same for both
man and woman, husband and wife.
The j'ldjre spoke wisely and well.
lie declared nothing more nor less
than the o'd eternal truth.
red
His decision was a
buke to the little Caesars who imagine th:U there is a double standard
of morris, one for themselves and another fcr their wives.
must be "above sus-- Caesar's
jicion" of course she must; but
"Caesar hrs the right to do as he pleas-
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Boys and girls, don't forget the
tacky social. It's coming. Look out
for the date.

OF POSTAL
he told good stories, and DeoDle read
BEING CONSIDERED them.
The most widely read of his novels
Washington, Nov. 29. Th way wa. th(l s Wolf . ,nien(i!d d!m.
are now being greased for the launch-- novel Aor)ieteA in melodramatic form
ing of the movement for the re-- what might occur in the Arc ic regjon.
adjustment
of postal rates n the next IIe was happiest, however, in his stor-GUY
Dr. J. F. Gaines sold 59 head of catsession oi congress,
inis promem e3 0f the south ea. particularly in
The Federal Loan Association, met tle to Leo Patrick last week.
was to have been taken up in the last h8 voyage of the "Snark." It was a
te Guy school house, Satuday evening,
Dr. Hiram Humphries occulist has
session but naa to be aclerrea on ac- -. darng and dangerous feat accom-couwith a large at.endance. In the ab- gone to Goff, Kansas.
of the consideration required by pljghed by the novelist and bis wife in
Superintendent J. E. Chamberlain,
sence of the President, G. W. Ingra-h"iA. Cutierrez and family are visit- railway
mail pay. iince ttus has been a 8al boa, not much bigger than a
Hctiuv.
chosen
is attending the State Teachers
II. u.
ts
iiui in Ulapham this week.
disposed of the committees are pre- - dugout canoe.
at Santa Fe, this week.
chairman of the meeting. Quite a lot
Dr. J. T. Gaines, who owns the
The London stories of California
The First Honor Roll of the Eighth pared to take up the matter of plac- of business was tansacted and twelve bar G ranch, five miles north of here
new names were added to he list. The enquipped his feed yard with a new STade; students having excellent in ing the various postal rates on a Ufe anj scenery were always delight-mor- e
equitable basis.
meeting was adjourned to meet again Bousher mill which he purchased in Deportment and in all studies: Edfui an(j no one couij rea,i tne "Valley
A zone system of rates for second 0f the Moon" without Jonjrmg for a
I lit n rT i lonoTTi rifiT
a
inrarooTni (Clayton.
ward Heringa, and Leah Gray.
are urged to be present on this date
The City Drug Store has very at class matter is being prominently similar adventure wtih a similar
Mrs. C. Cisco returned from Prince.
to take the place of the present py evening. This, like the light with
tractive orange and black High school
as some very impor.ant business is ton, Mo., last week.
flat rate which was adopted nearly "j0hn Barleycorn," was supposed to
to be transacted on that date.
The Waterworks has had a good pennants on sale now.
Dr. Steele of Des Moines, vas called working oyer and people are now able
The girls basket ball team expects forty years ago. The present rate be founded in fact, and the "Valley of
to begin practicing next week. They has for some time heen regarded as the Moon" was the idealizo tion uf the
hero Friday to see Emil Poison, who to get water.
news- - country home where London died,
has been quite sick. The Dr. was
At present there is no coal in town. will also play Three Pins and other a discrimination against the
jack Ldndon3 life was one of ad- accompanied by Mrs. Steele, and they Looks hard for cold weather.
games as soon as they get their bas papers in favor of the great national
post
parcel
Like
the
the
magazmei
He had all of the expeiencet
venture.
Rowley
ball,
spent the evening at the
home.
Mrs. Clara Lawver is nursing P. T. ket
George Larkin was in Des Moines Smith's baby, near Centerville.
The manual training boys are mak- - proposed tc:is rates would be based on of tramp life in its most strenuous
form; he had been a drunkard; had
Saturday after freight for the store
Alejandro Guterriez Jr., left for nS three shelves for the eighth grade the length of the haul.
The postal committees have been rovedt hrough the wilds of Alaska;
H. G. Hardway, W. S. Rowley and Albuquerque, Sunday, where he ac room so that extra books and sewing
I
besieged by petitions bearing millions had sailed before the mast into the
A. N. Felteh motored to Des Moines, cepts a position in his uncle's store. boxes may be kept in order.
of names and several hundred thou wilds of the Actic ocean; was familMonday, where the former makes final
Mrs.
W.
school
E.
visited
the
Fox
Webster Hicks receives three hun
sand letters from individuals urging iar with almost every sound and inlet
proof on his claim.
dred head of cattle next week to pas this week.
Guy Shaffer was on the Corrumpa ture for Mr. Gallegos of Santakosa.
Everette Parsons has returned to a readjustment of postal rates with of the slands inhabited by the Kana
a view of making possible one cent kas. He was a socialist, and preachMonday after some ca'Jtle he had pur
Mrs. Arthur Douglas and children Clayton and is again in school.
postage. A survey of the situ- ed socialism in all of hie writings, and
chased
morning the High school letter
are spending the week's vacation
indicates
ation
that sufficient changes lives to see ihe thought tr'ing deep
R. M. Taylor and family, after the ranch.
and Eighth grade had a rally to stir
in
will
be
the various rates to lot in Americun soil.
made
spending the past few months at
Mis. G. 0. Posey and son have re- - UP enthusiasm for the Thanksgiving
The words which Üohtrt Lo'tis Ste
Aocky Ford, Colo., returned home last turned from Indiana.
game at Des Moines. High school permit the granting of a 1 cent rate
on local dolivery letters in the next venson wrote for his own headstone
week. They speak in highest terms
C. II. Belknap was in Dalhart last songs were sung and yells given for
might well bo cluse'ed on tlu headI eacn member of the
team. Each of session of Congress,
of their trip, enjoying line scenery week, having dental work done.
Chairman Moon of the House Post stone of unci' London:
along the way, and having all the
the players then made a short talk
al Committee, today said: "I think Home is tit sailor, how? from t!io
'garden sass" and fruit they 'wanted
I te""1g wnat our team will ao to ues
PASAMONTE
that the Committee will take up this
sea
while gone. But they were glad to
Frank Snell wag transacting bus- - Moines.
mail matter at the next And the hunter !iom.
from the
Athough Des Moines has a much second-clas- s
get back to New Mexico, as there is iness in Clayton Monday.
I
hill."
"no place like home."
Lee Brown will soon be the proud heavier team than Clayton, our boys session and press it to a conclusion at
Albuquerqua Journal.
Geoge Ballou and A. iN. Feltch possessor of a new well. The derrick 8
Bomg with the mtention'oi win- - once. While I cannot speak for the
made a rip to Dedman, last Wednes- is up and the hole down about 30 feet nin
8ame- - Everyone is invited Committee, this is my desire in the
day, after lumber for the latter.
We are glad to see Lee get a well for h K to Des Moines and root for the matter. I do not know what kind of OTERO COUNTY TO
HAVE
a bill we will pass, whether it will have
Roy Adkins returned home after an he has had a hard job hauling water nome t68"0.
ANOTHER ELECTION
not,
to
or
feature
zone
attached
a
it
extended absence at Rocky Ford.
for his use the past three years.
This view has been presented fre
D. C. Larkin was a business visitor
The Enuity meeting held at Lake- - rKUCKEUlKliS or" THE BOAKU
Santa Fe, New Mexico It will be
on tne uimarron me nrst 01 tne ween. view school house last Thursday eve-lhe Umcial Board or the village oí quently in years past, and sometimes necessary to hold another election in
New Mexico, met in regular received favor and sometimes not. As Otero County and the date named
We understand that Mrs. Chas. Pol-so- n ning, was a grand success. They took
for
and chldren expect to move to in nine new members and raised $1300 session, Tuesday evening November, to what shape the legislation will be same has been set for December 5. The
say,
I
sure
to
able
am
not
am
but
I
in
8
o'clock
1916
m.
p.
28th
There
Des Mones n the near future.
t
to build a ware house at either Gren- offisial count shows a tie in the conI were present:
Mayor, T. H. Rixey, the Committee will give it the best
Alex Maitlen has moved his well ville or Mt Dora.
public interest." test for probate judge between James
drill from the Benton place, having
There is to be a bin Thanksirivinir Trustees: Christian Otto, H. J. Ham- - possible shape in the
Reed
Smoot,
of Utah, says E. Anderson, democrat, and Martin
Senator
FuJgencio c- - de BaCB- failed to get water at a depth of near dinner at Lakeview school house. The raond
with every Brown Republican, each having re
"hstory
us
tells
that
that
vtdet of Business
200 feet. He drills next for Alton whole neighborhood will join in and
ceived 686 votes.
Minutes of previous meeting reduction in the letter rate of posage
all have a jolly time.
Bright on the river.
immediately
followed
has
there
aot-rVflt-W
to hear of little I aa ana approved.
We understand Levi Powers ha
a
rft'l s tremendous increase in the volume of IN THE PROBATE COURT OF UN- wessrs. j. j. uuran ana a.
a. uid-ipurchased a Ford car, and now we Babe Beach being so low. Dr. Ivie
ION COUNTY, NEW MEXICO
n appeared before the Board to re business and revenue. During the
nursing her day and night. W
presume the young ladies will take adfirst month or so there might possib In the matter of the estate of
be "eBt wat we enioreemeni oi vnun
do hon
vantage of the Leap Year.
.r that the little Antral
" will
!
nn 1
3 i
tí l
ly be a slight falling off in the reven
vnuye
FOREST, DECEASED.
nce
me
in
pan.cuiar
J. R. Lucero who has employment snared and not be taken from na and instance which they represented; it ues under the proposed rate but by the FRANK
Notice of Final Stllement
lit-sweet
parents
is
spending
a
as
she
is
Raton,
for
her
near
on a ranch
PUBLIC NOTICE, Is hereb ygiven
we coara uim me end of one year after its inaugura
lne vision
a few weeks at home with his family. tie girl as ever was born.
tion I feel certain they would total by the undersigned in pursuance of
require
ordinance
provisions
oi
ine
Or.
National
Conntv
Eouitv's
The
with
loaded
wagon
D. T. Quinlan's
even more than under the old rate, an order of the above Court duly made
provisions arrived from Oklahoma, ir, ivpr Mr. Morris nd Mr. Lindaas Strict Compliance.
3. John L. Hill, Marshall, rendered However, in considering the proposed and signed, that he has filed his final
Wednesday. Mr. Quinlan was wise aluxwl st Harrv Arnetf Thursdav
monthly report, together with $10 reduction we should keep in mind the report in the above estate; and that
a
m having enough wheat, raised on night.
enormous benefits that are to be de
be had beWe understand Fred Chr.pman cop- - fees collected for November 1916. Mo rived by every patron of the postal the hearing thereof will
his Oklahoma farm, made into flour
3rd
day of Jan
on
the
said
by
Court
seconded
fore
by
Hammond
Mr.
tion
for his use this winter, thus the pres-- 1 templates making a visit to his old
service.
persons
hav
all
Any
and
1917.
uary,
accepted.
report
be
Mr.
Baca
that
this
of flour will not trouble i htino at Riley- Kansas. We are not
ent high price
"I introduced a bill proposing a one ing objections to such final report ara
sure he will not bring a cook home Roll call: Mr. Hammond, yes; Mr.
him.
cent rate on local delivery letters. As hereby notified to appear before the
Baca yes; Mr. Otto yes. Carried.
w!h him.
4. A communication was read from yet the Postal Committee has not been Court on said hearing day and present
,A't Bair is making arraignments
MOUNTAIN VIEW
the State Corporation Commission re disposed to report it to the Senate for their objections.
Mr. and Mrs. George Tinsley enter- to build a rock barn in the near i u ture garding safety conditions at railroad consideration. If the Committee does
Dated November 10, 1916.
O. P. Card purchased a fine water
tained a number of the bachelors of
A. Mackenzie, Administrator
crossings. Same was ordered placed not feel disposed to report the bill as
this community Sunday, at á turkey tank in Clayton last week.
an independent measure I hope to
fiie.
on
John Carpenter and Bob McClure
dinner. Those presen were: Donald
5. Motion by Mr. Hammond sec have its provisions included in the
Reed, Wells McClary, Walter Priest- - were transacting business in Clayton onded by Mr. Baca that twenty-si- x
next regular postal appropriation
For Sale. Four work mules, twa
korn, Charles McLaughlin, and Tom last ween.
street crossings and four alley cross bill.
one horse, one wagon; farm
mares,
Wille
in
were
Cecil
Ellis
and
Mr.
Bates.
ings be put in as per list on file at
26 young cows; 17 calves;
implements;
I
Mrs. Fitzgerald entertained the Clayton last week on business.
Village office. Roll call: Mr. Ham
Jack London's Death
stuff. 0 miles south
Feed
of
kinds
all
Grandhogs
butchered
four
nice
John Ivie
young people's class of the
mond yes: Mr. Baca yes; Mr. Otto
The death of Jack London deprives of Clayton. Mrs. J. D. Cole, Clayton,
view Sunday school, Sunday evening Saturday and has ten more to butch- yes. So ordered.
the country of one of its best story N. M.
er this week.
at supper.
6. Adjourned.
tellers. That he did not write literaHarry Pierce had a "hog killin' " We are sorry to hear of Mrs. Geo.
Approved:
ture, in its commonly accepted mean
time this week, butchering eight hogs Roberts being on the sick list. Brace
The Citizen is the paper tí read
T. H. Rixey, Mayor.
ing, even his best friends admit But
and a beef. His father, who expects up Mrs. Roberts we miss your smll Attest: M. R. Jones, Clerk.
to return to Kansas soon, will taire Ing face,
Jesse Vaughn is helping ' A. P.
some of the meat with him.
NTHLY MAGAZINES
FOUR
ROSWELL SENDS THIRD
Hauser Hoffman has butchered Gard shuck corn.
CARLOAD OF TURKEYS
eight hogs and sold the meat, recently.
Dr. Walker, Judge Walker and
And Our Paper All One Year
Clarence Marical has had a tele-- Mr. Long of Wellston, Okla., friends
I
week.
George
here
Rosbeen
have
Roberts
ohone installed this
of
Roswell. N. M., Nov. 25. The
Clarke Morían made proof on his looking at the country. Dr. Walker well Turkey House has shipped out a
bought land here some time ago,
claim, Tuesday.
solid carload of turkeys to the New
Mr. and Mrs. W. M. Morían took1 Mr. Nott is bothered with the rheu York markels, there being 104 barrels
dinner . Sunday, with Mr. and Mrs. matism so he is not able to be out of of 2503 birds, all drawn and ready
Holliday of Grandview.
doors much.
for the baking oven. The car was
Mr. Hopkins is erecting a nice new shipped by express in order to reach
Clarence Alexander was thrown be
side the wagon, it running over his barn.
the New Yorkers for Thanksgiving
Lee Brown and brother Houston dinner, and is valued at $7,223. This is
arm. He was not much hurt. A few
days later a horse kicked him in the went to Grenville, Monday, after ma- - the third car of turkeys to be shipstomach, knocking the breath out of terial for his windmill tower,
ped out by this concern since its esneither accident
him. Fortunately
tablishment in Roswell a few weeks
UNION RIDGE
was serious.
ago, and altogether it has purchased
Get The Most For Your Money
The singing at Mr. McCune's Sun 9,000 of the great American birds in
Mr. and Mrs. C. H .Morían visited
Send your subscription to our pnper at once, ond we will fcive you a year
day night was well attended and all the Pecos valley. Mr. Chapman, man
at Chilson's Sunday.
subscription to tliese splendid magazines for only 25 cents additional. The extra,
report a good time.
The Johnson ranch on the
quarter brings you $1.35 worta of stundard marines.
ager of the exchange, states that the
Mr. and Ms. Bob Cox and child market has been exceptionally good
has ben recently sold to Robert
to old ond new subscribers. If you ere already a sub
This oflbr is
ren spent Sunday with the Tuners.
scriber to ony of tliese nicazlnes, your subscription will be extended one year
Q. Palmer.
this fall and winter, owing to the
from date of expiration.
Mr. Jim Kkts threshed broom corn scarcity of the fowls in the barnyards
Monday.
This offer b!;o includes a FXEE dress pattern. When you receive your first
fail
east,
Texas
and
and
north
of
the
NARA VISA
pattern you desire, send your order to Todnys
copy of Tod.iy'f select any
John Cook and wife visited at John ed to contribute its usual share to
Mrs. Louise Beach, who has been
Magazine, fsivi, them the size and number of the pattern and they will sdnd it
Teapuc's Sundny.
the supplying of the nation with tur
to you fra of c 'ur.'..
visiting her moüie Mra. L. C. Church
Mrs. Lorenzo Batemnn and children key ment.
is
made
The
prediction
111.,
Chicago,
home
Never bef -- e h:- - any nvr.nprr boon able to offer magazines of such hih
to
in
her
Teturned
visited with Mrs. Tongue, Wednesday. that the Pecos valley will grow more
character t tl.j Frice- - We aro proud of this offer and we ur&e you to take
Sunday.
John Teague and Mr. Horn thresh turkeys next year than ever before in
advantage of it at once.
Mrs. C. H. Belknap has been on the ed broom corn this week.
satisfacyear's
very
history,
this
its
sick list this week.
Several of our farmers are hauling tory prices being taken as a stimulus
Our school has been dismissed for
SsnJ Year Oriar Before Yoü Forget It
broom corn to Texline.
their
to the industry.
a week's vacation and our teachers
A. F. Church and family will move
The Magazines Will Stop Promptly Yheo Time Is Up
are attending the Institute at Santa
to Clayton in the near future.
The Citizen is the paper to read.
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LOW PRICE

EVERYTHING TO EAT AND WEAR

QUALITY STORES

The Yule Tide season is close at tianá .once more.
Tis a time when our thoughts turn backwards to cur chflhood days, and the pleasure we received from the Christeas Tree, and to
the eagerness with which we jumped up Christmas moraing to tit what Santa C!r.cs had kit b cur stoclrhjs. Now we want to Ao
our part in making this Christmas a happy and jayful one, we have lots of nice aad useful articles in ozr stcre, suitable fcr gifts far
every member of the family

Bebw we offer a few suggestions:

For the Girls

-

For the Men

For the Ladies

We have a nice assortment of dolls, but not an extensive line of toys on account of the lack of space
to carry them.
Ba.hrobes, felt slippers, Handkerchiefs, Skating
sets, Sweaters, Knit Caps, etc.

Handkerchiefs in Crepe

do Chine,

Gifts that appeal to practical side, both of those
hern and those who receive them.
50c to $1.50
Neckwear at
to
Gloves at
and Flannel
Shirts Silk , Mufiffas,. Cambric,
?1.C0, $1.25 and up to $5.00.
25e and. 50c
Half hose, Silk, Lisle, Cotton
Handkerchiefs, Cambric, Linen and Silk, Plain and
1
Initials
10c to 50c
Mufflers
75c to $2.50
Lounging Robes, Pajamas Sweaters, Hats, Caps, etc.

Linen and Swiss,

who give

attractively embroidered corners and initials, packed
in attractive boxes.

Per box,

35c

to $1.00

Kid Gloves, Silk Kimonos, Bathrobes, Silk Hose,

For Infants

Crepe de Chine Scarfs, Hand Bags, Felt Slippers in

Beautiful ILtle embroidered white wool Kimonos,
and Saeques, Carriage Robes, Little Blanket Bath
Robes and Crib Blankets.

attractive boxes; Fur sets, Skating sets, lots of other
articles just as suitable for gifts.

Mercantile Co. Stores

Otto-Johnso- n

With a watchful eye on the food supply of the country, have stocked heir stores heaviest on those items cf the greatest food value at the
I

least price. Their management urges upon the consumer to serve cn her table such items as Sweet Potatoes, Rice, Canned Peas,
Lye Hominy, Rye Flour, Evaporated Peaches and many other items cf good food value which will reduce the market price, on other
food items of much higher costs. Let our stores assist you in reducing the costs.

HARDWARE AND

IMPLEMENT

DEPARTMENT

.

The Star Windmills first
attracted the attention of
the American Public almost fifty years ago.
Many of the first wood
Stars erected then are
still standing and have
been in almost daily use
during all these years.
Trie wood Star today ex...
cepting a few improvei
ments is practically the
same as the wood Star of
fifty years ago. These
are convincing proofs of
the correctness cf the
Star Windmrl designs
p.r.d
construction. We
have a large stock of Windmills on hand and are in position to
save you money on your well outfit.
"--

Fruit Cak

Ingredients

Christmas only a few days off. Materials are advancing daily.
Fancy Corsiean Citron

i

Fancy Lemon Peal

ác

i

.

35c

Ffncy Orange Peal

35c

Fancy Fi.cs, Per Package

1

0c

i

Fancy Seeded Raisins, Per Package

l,rc

Walnuts,

25c

or Pound,

.

Almonds, Per Pound,

111

25c

Butter Nuts,

23c

Filberts,

25c

..

Fresh Apple Cider, Per Gallon

75c

We have another car of those nice Sweet Potaoea, due to arrive every

day.

per cwt.

Buy a sack

$2.50

"

O-- K

instant Chile Con Came.

Allyou have to

Christmas times will be here soon.

10c

do is add water.

and

-

j

Ihe Hardware Store

solves lots of those

Liberty Bell Coffee:

nrmlfvxina
nneshnns. Thprp arp nnrlrpt
1
1

nft

1

sis

Cans

'

Per Pound

Knives, Hand Tools, Bovs Wasons, Silver

and

b.

b.

;

Don't forget that we have those
pure-sele-

Oysters, fresh

ev- -

ery Thursday:

35c

What must I get for Christmas Presents?
7

y

Quarts

C5c

Cans,

pints

33c

Cans,

Pure

.

only

25c

Buckwheat,

b.

Sack
50c

Ware, Hand Painted China and Many
other articles. Come in and let us show
you.

r

y

I

